Apresentam-se sistemas de análises em fluxo propostos para a quantificação de elementos e espécies por diluição isotópica (ID) utilizando espectrometria de massas com fonte de plasma acoplada indutivamente (ICP-MS). Detalham-se os esquemas para adicionar em linha a solução isotopicamente enriquecida à amostra. São relatadas as aplicações em meio aquoso e outras com transferência do analito para a fase vapor, seja por processo de vaporização eletrotérmica, geração de vapor ou ablação por laser. Apresentam-se as aplicações com quantificação de espécies por ID caracterizadas pela adição do isótopo enriquecido, antes ou após a separação das espécies, seja por cromatografia a líquido, a gás ou por eletroforese capilar acoplada a ICP-MS. As principais equações envolvidas na quantificação por ID e as principais fontes de erro são descritas. São discutidas as mudanças introduzidas na estratégia de quantificação temporal por ID de elementos e espécies pela calibração do fluxo de massas da amostra e do isótopo enriquecido adicionado.
Introduction
Isotopic analysis by inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) allows the quantitative and accurate determination of most elements via the method of isotope dilution (ID). Quantification by ID involves measuring the isotope ratio in a sample before and after spiking with a known amount of a standard enriched in one isotope. The mass spectrometer allows measuring the isotopic composition of the blended sample after attaining isotopic equilibrium. The single and multi-isotopic capability of ICP-MS for precise and accurate isotope ratios (IR) measurements has been exploited for elemental and species quantification by ID analysis. Fundamental and applied research on ID analysis with detection by ICP-MS (ICP-IDMS) has significantly increased in the last 20 years. The availability of isotopic enriched materials and improved ICP-MS equipments has allowed for the expansion of online ID to different application fields.
Flow injection (FI) strategies and online schemes had been useful to spike samples with the enriched isotopic solutions for elemental and speciation analysis by ICP-IDMS. The spiking procedure can be accomplished manually or under flowing conditions for an accurate quantification. The ability of FI has been demonstrated for online quantification by applying the standard additions method, internal standardization, and matrix-matching calibration. 1 in different applications. 2, 3 The most common proposal to perform online FI-ID applications involves the introduction of both, sample and isotopic enriched spike, in different channels and the continuous merging of both in a T-junction before introduction into the plasma. The ICP-MS equipments are able to measure at least two isotopes free from interferences for many elements. The efficiency of measuring IR in transient signals is based on some considerations; the ICP high ionization efficiency for gaseous and liquid samples assure isotopic equilibrium in the plasma and the fast scanning detection of the involved isotopes allows good precision to be attained, thus minimizing any plasma fluctuation. 4 Efficient nebulizers and spray chambers coupled to the ICP provide not just the mixing of samples with the isotopic enriched solutions but also increase the efficiency of their transport towards the plasma, thus attaining high sensitivity. The accuracy of quantification of the element by ID is directly related to the precision of IR measurements, which enclose isotopic discrimination, spectroscopic interferences and instrumental stability. The online injection of discrete sample volumes allows the efficient baseline restoration reducing undesirable effects, such as material deposition or clogging of nebulizers and interface cones. On the other hand, the online ID calibration strategy can improve precision and accuracy for analyte quantification. So, ICP-IDMS was applied to quantify analytes in samples produced along transient analytical processes, such as online electrolytic dissolution, 5 sample vaporization by laser ablation (LA), 6 vapor generation (VG) 7 and electrothermal vaporization (ETV). 8 FI devices facilitate the application of ID by improving sample and spike mixing while flowing to the ICP, which is efficient to increase sample throughput. In order to attain accurate results, adjustment of the sample to spike ratio is however necessary to minimize counting statistic errors. Unlike the offline ID, the online approach demands precise sample introduction devices, stable flow-rates and a mass spectrometer properly adjusted for monitoring transient events.
Online interfaces for species separation techniques, such as liquid chromatography (LC), gas chromatography (GC) and capillary electrophoresis (CE) to the ICP-MS, allowed improving elemental speciation analysis. However, the application of online ID for speciation analysis by ICP-MS has been largely applied since the proposal of Rottman and Heumann in 1994. 9 Authors described the online species-unspecific quantification by ID of one or more elements in different species by sample and spike mass flow calibration, regardless of their chemical forms.
This review presents the development, advantages and applications of online spiking modes to perform elements and species quantification by ICP-IDMS.
Isotope Dilution and ICP-MS
ICP-IDMS has currently the potential to provide highly precise and accurate results for elements and species quantification. IDMS is considered an accurate method once it is based on the addition of a known amount of an isotopic enriched element to the sample which is able to act as an ideal internal standard. [10] [11] [12] Once equilibration of the spike and analyte isotopes has been achieved, the total recovery of the analyte is not required. Instead, quantification is based on measuring the altered IR. 13, 14 The IR absolute values are not affected by sample matrix effects, transport efficiency, instrument instability or signal drift due to variation along the sample ionization process. 15 In principle, all elements with at least two natural isotopes can be quantified by ICP-IDMS. The main requirements are the availability of enriched isotopic standards of elements with at least two non-interfered isotopes. There are proposals for applying IDMS to mono-isotopic elements when long-lived radioisotopes are used as spikes. 14, 16 The concentration of the element in the sample can be calculated as: (1) where A S and B S = atom fractions of isotopes A and B in the sample; A Sp and B Sp = idem, in the spikes; C S and C Sp = concentrations of the elements in the sample and spike; m Sp = spike mass; V S = sample volume, R b = measured isotope ratio of the blended sample corrected for mass discrimination; K = ratio of the atomic mass of the element over that of the spike. Considering R b as the enriched to natural isotope ratio, consequently the K factor assumes values slightly above or below the unity depending on the spike being enriched on the heavy or light isotope.
Calibration of the isotopic abundances and concentration of the spike is required to achieve accurate concentration data by IDMS. The spike characterization is made by reverse isotope dilution. 16, 17 Parameters affecting accuracy and precision in IR measurements by ICP-MS are well known and extensively described. [18] [19] [20] The accuracy of the ID method can be attained by properly defining the analytes, knowing the purity of the isotopic enriched spike, adding exactly the spike and sample masses, and ensuring the identical behavior of the spike and analytes along the process. 577 Vol. 21, No. 4, 2010 Best IDMS measurements are attained under the theoretical optimum ratio and optimum ion counting statistics. 16, 18 The error magnification factor due to propagation of the uncertainties increases as the IR of the blended sample approaches the spike IR (overspiking) or the natural IR (underspiking). 16, 17 To calculate the concentration by IDMS, the effect of the error magnification factor is dependent on the precision of MS measurements and the relative spike to natural isotopic enrichment. In terms of error propagation in concentration, the theoretical optimum ratio corresponds to the square root of the product of sample and spike isotope ratios. Therefore, the best mass spectrometric precision is achieved for IR approaching unity. 
Online Spiking to Perform ID for Element Quantification

Features for online addition of enriched isotope solution
The first flow systems to perform online ID by ICP-MS were proposed in 1989 and 1990. 2, 3 The online ID was performed by continuously pumping sample and spike solutions through separated streams merged in a T-device before reaching the ICP-MS nebulizer. FI and other continuous flow systems have been largely used for online ICP-IDMS (Table 1 ). In the first paper a sequence of short time synchronized multiple injections of both solutions introduced into a single carrier stream was exploited. The optimum sample to spike ratio and the measurement parameters were experimentally determined for samples with 1.0 to 10 ng mL -1 Pb. Reverse flow isotope dilution was proposed to verify the Pb concentration and isotopic composition of the spike solution. These dilutions were also used to calculate correction factors due to any difference in the merging streams or in the mixing valves. The multiple injection modes produced transient signals in the spiked samples, covering a wide analyte concentration range. 2, 3 This application emphasized the effect of nebulizer flow rate, measurement period and dwell times, along transient signals for isotope ratio (IR) measurements. 3 Klinkenberg et al. 22 presented in 1993 a simplified flow scheme to perform time controlled injection of discrete volumes of sample or calibration standard into a continuous flowing isotopic enriched solution. By taking into account the corrections for detector dead time and mass discrimination, the spike composition and concentration were adjusted to provide good precision of IR measurements. Furthermore, the authors described the theoretical adaptation of the classical ID approach for online ICP-IDMS. 23 From classical ID, the amount of spike and sample and the respective isotopic compositions played key roles in the system optimization for attaining precise IR measurements of the blended sample. The injection of a defined sample volume into the flowing spike solution produced a transient signal reflecting the continuous temporal variation of the isotope ratios. Within the transient signal, it was possible to select an appropriate range for precise determination of isotope ratios for a given sample. This procedure was used in the project Polymer Elemental Reference Material to calculate the uncertainties associated with the determination of Cr, Cd, Hg and Pb in two polyethylene materials by online ICP-IDMS. 24 The analytical figures of merit and procedures involved in online and offline ICP-IDMS were compared for Cd determinations in biological and environmental samples. For online experiments, sample and spike solutions were continuously pumped and mixed just before the ICP-MS nebulizer. Both approaches presented similar results, although online ID was faster. Authors proposed a correction factor considering the sample and spike solutions densities for the online ID equation. 25 However, the density correction was considered unnecessary when the ID equation is expressed in terms of mass flow. The online and offline ID's were compared by using an ICP sector field mass spectrometer (ICP-SFMS) and a quadrupole mass spectrometer (ICP-QMS). 26 ICP-SFMS in the low resolution mode presented higher sensitivity and improved IR precision compared to ICP-QMS. The precision of the IR measurements by ICP-SFMS was improved to RSD < 0.1% by increasing the number of scans across the selected mass range. However, the precision of IR measurements of interfered isotopes, such as 78 Se/ 77 Se was characterized by RSD of 0.09% with the collision cell ICP-QMS with H 2 whereas by ICP-SFMS at medium resolution presented RSD of 0.14%. 27 
Flow injection configurations for ICP-IDMS
The continuous merging of sample and spike solutions to perform online ICP-IDMS was enhanced by FI strategies improving the mixing of both solutions, reducing their consumption and providing spiking repeatability. The control of the injected sample and spike volumes made the system more flexible to adjust the optimum IR, and reduced memory effects. The precision and accuracy of IR measurements in monitoring transient signals was considered dependent on the mass spectrometer, data acquisition parameters and transient peak obtained by the FI system. 4 Examples of works using FI or continuous addition of the enriched isotope are presented in Table 1 .
The first works using FI system coupled to an ICP-MS instrument for online ID and sample dilution, 2,3 suggested either the merging zones configuration or multiple injections to control the sample to spike ratio. Various sample dilution rates were systematically studied for Pb determinations in diverse standard reference materials to evaluate the precision of the isotope ratio measurements. A FI system to evaluate the ID capability for overcoming matrix effects was tested for Pb determination in wine and urine samples by ICP-MS. 28 A FI system with three different merging streams in two T-junctions was proposed for online performing external calibration, standard additions and isotope dilution with a thermospray nebulizer for introducing solutions into the plasma. The disadvantages appointed for online ID concerned to the high sample dilution and the fact of not correcting losses during the previous handling of the sample. The thermospray nebulization presented better efficiency than pneumatic nebulization for the determination of trace levels of platinum. 29 In both papers, the relative merits of quantification by online ID, online standard additions and external calibration were compared in terms of accuracy and precision. The authors also highlighted the flexibility of the FI manifold for automation. This facility helped to define the optimum spike amount required for measuring precise IR for a wide range of analyte concentrations. However, to attain good results several enriched isotope solutions in variable concentrations were necessary. 28, 29 Reverse flow injection (r-FI), proposed by Beauchemin and Specht 30 provided an easy way to select the optimum spike. In r-FI, online ICP-IDMS is accomplished with simple manifolds once the sample is used as the carrier and the enriched solution is injected into it. The resulting transient signal is presented in Figure 1 . The observed peak corresponds to the spike enriched 62 Ni solution, whereas a dip is observed for 58 Ni, the impoverished isotope. Therefore, the corresponding concentration was calculated point-by-point from the resulting profile. Compared to the offline and merging zones strategies, in r-FI approach the selection of the best isotope ratio is attained after a point-bypoint calculation on the peak profile. The r-FI was applied to the analysis of river water certified reference material and to saline water. 30 Similarly, 230 Th a long lived radionuclide was determined in waste samples using r-FI. 31 To reduce the high sample consumption of r-FI, an automated manifold to perform the sandwich flow injection system was proposed for online ICP-IDMS. 32 The spike solution was intercalated between two sample plugs as shown in Figure 2 , which created a concentration gradient in the superposed profile of the analyte in the sample-spikesample sequence. However, in the r-FI and the sandwich flow approaches a point-by-point isotope ratio needs to be computed, eventually corrected and calculated using a modified ID equation. Even with the flexibility described, the complexity in computing the results to attain the element concentration makes this methodology tricky for routine analysis. Compared to offline ICP-IDMS, the relative error of a single determination using these approaches is greater, because the precision on the isotope ratios was affected by the limited data point measurements along the FI peaks.
A FI system with programmable time-based binary sampling of small plugs of sample and spike solution was proposed for online ICP-IDMS. Mixing of different sample and spike volumes were programmed until a steady state condition was attained to perform automatic isotope dilution. 33 Computer controlled solenoid valves were connected and properly programmed to adjust independently the volumes of the sample or spike solutions introduced into the carrier stream on the way to the nebulizer ( Figure 3 ). Compared to the systems exploiting gradient concentrations, the computer controlled binary sampling present high versatility to attain a wide range of sample to spike volumetric ratios. High flexibility for mixing solutions to attain precise IR, low consumption of isotopic enriched standards, and high sampling throughput are the main advantages of this procedure. The volumes introduced into the system are established by the time delay during sample introduction and the flow rate. A variation of the classical ID calculation was proposed for binary sampling flow conditions. Considering that sample and spike solutions are introduced into the system with identical flow rates, the time during which the valves remain switched on establishes the volume introduced. Under this condition the ID equation was modified to: (2) Where: R b = isotope measured in the mixture corrected for mass discrimination, C S and C Sp = analyte concentration in the sample and enriched solution, A S , B S and A Sp , B Sp = sample and spike isotope abundances. The time delay for introducing the sample was t S and the time delay for the spike was t Sp .
Online ID by binary sampling was applied to quantify Pb in high-purity Cu after online electrolytic dissolution of the metal. Synchronized binary sampling was completed among the dissolved sample aliquots and the 208 Pb spiked solution. This solution was analysed by the ICP-MS for determining Pb isotope ratios and Cu in the same aliquot. Cu was determined to deduce the corresponding sample dissolved mass. 5 Dissolved iron in seawater samples was separated from the sample matrix by using a nitriloacetic acid chelating resin. The eluted Fe from the resin column was mixed with a post-column flow of 54 Fe and determined by ICP-IDMS. 34 
Online ID with Analyte Transference from Liquid to Gas Phase
Online ICP-IDMS has been used for quantification after sample vaporization by laser ablation (LA), vapor generation (VG) and electrothermal vaporization (ETV). Different instrumental arrangements hyphenating the vapor generating devices to the ICP-MS allowed performing ID procedures involving analyte transference from liquid to gas phase. Possible drifts of mass bias during the measurements could result in systematic errors in IR. However, these errors are corrected by comparison of the experimental results with true values for a reference standard. 18, 35, 36 
Laser ablation online ICP-IDMS
The advantages of coupling a laser ablation (LA) system to the ICP-MS is the in situ sampling from solids without any further sample preparation. In addition, the introduction of dried samples into the plasma reduces polyatomic interferences. However, the ablation process and the analyte quantification demands for new calibration strategies due to a lack of suitable certified reference materials (CRM) with a matrix composition similar to the sample. The amount of ablated mass, the element fractionation and the gas phase formation are highly dependent on the laser and sample properties.
Online solution-based calibration procedure was developed by Becker and co-workers for LA-ICP-MS. The calibration was performed by producing a dried aerosol from standard solutions introduced into the LA chamber to join the ablated material while being transported towards the ICP. The dried aerosol was produced by means of an ultrasonic or microconcentric nebulizer equipped with a dessolvator coupled to the LA chamber. 6 The online LA-ICP-MS solution-based calibration procedures could be applied for external calibration, standard additions and isotope dilution for trace metal determinations. This procedure is as a new calibration strategy for LA-ICP-MS. However, in all solution-based calibration strategies, the difference in element sensitivities between LA-ICP-MS and ICP-MS should be considered and corrected using a defined correction factor via an internal standard element. 37 To perform online LA-ICP-IDMS, the dried aerosol of the enriched isotope spike solution was transported with argon into the laser ablation chamber. Therefore, a defined amount of a dried spiking aerosol joined the ablated sample while being transferred to the ICP. To calculate the element concentration by online isotope dilution in LA-ICP-MS three measurements of the ablated material were determined in sequence as shown in Figure 4 . 37 Pb isotope ratio due to the nebulization of the spike solution alone, the spike solution plus the LA of the platinum NIST SRM 681 sample, and the ablated sample carried by nitric acid. Data in Figure 4 were collected for 8 min and represented the standard and analyte IR during LA. ID calibration using LA-ICP-MS has been applied for stable or radioactive isotopic tracer quantification in Pb isotope ratio (corrected for mass bias) measurements corresponding to the nebulization of spike, spike plus ablated sample and just the ablated sample (Reprinted from reference 37 with permission of Elsevier). Vol. 21, No. 4, 2010 diverse fields. This procedure was discussed in several reviews. [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] Solution-based LA isotope dilution was applied to determine impurities in small amounts of noble metals 43 and trace elements in hair samples for biological monitoring. 44 The potential for several other applications was described. 42 Following the same concept, the insertion of a microflow nebulizer in the laser ablation chamber was proposed as another arrangement for online solutionbased isotope dilution. 45 Insertion of the microflow total consumption nebulizer into the LA chamber is handy and low cost. It represents a compact arrangement for solution-based calibration in LA-ICP-MS. This device is characterized by a low solution uptake rate. This flow rate reduces the amount of isotope-enriched tracer solution needed for online isotope dilution in LA-ICP-MS.
Gas generation online ICP-IDMS
A flow injection system with merging of the sample and isotopic tracer for iodine introduction into an ICP-MS via a gas phase apparatus was described to perform ID. 7 The long-lived 129 I radionuclide mixed with 70% (v/v) perchloric acid by using a Y-shaped glass tube was used as spike for quantitative determination of iodine by ID in several biological materials.
ETV-ICP-MS with online ID
For solid sampling analysis by ETV-ICP-IDMS the introduction of a continuous stable flow of gaseous spike generated in a permeation tube constructed in-house was reported. 8 The steady-state signal of the continuous gaseous spike was isotopically altered during the sample vaporization. To demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed procedure, 8, 46 a continuous flow of enriched 200 Hg was circulated through the furnace; meanwhile, the sample was subjected to a multistep heating program. This allowed the simultaneous determination of methylmercury and inorganic mercury in biological materials. The possibility of using the same approach for total Hg determination in fish, human air and river sediments by ID was verified. In general the approach was capable of correcting for matrix effects. It provided satisfactory results in spite of the different vaporization behavior for each samples matrix. 
Online Spike to Perform ID for Species Quantification
Elemental and molecular speciation analysis has been an analytical challenge in this millennium. Implementation of ID for species quantification by ICP-IDMS experienced amazing development driven by environmental applications and quantitative proteomics.
ID for elemental speciation analysis
The quantification of elements as separated chemical species has been performed by online coupling techniques, such as LC, GC and CE with atomic detection systems. The multi-element capability of inductively coupled plasma and microwave induced plasma (MIP) with detection by optical emission (OES) or mass spectrometry has been exploited for online analysis of separated liquid and gaseous species. 48, 49 Online ID in speciation analysis has been accomplished by spiking with the isotopic enriched solution in flowing conditions before reaching the plasma. The isotopic equilibrium is supposed to be attained in the ICP which is considered as a compound independent ionization source.
In principle, the main advantage of ID in speciation analysis is the self-calibration ability that avoids the use of internal standards for instability corrections. 48 However, the main difficulty is to attain precise isotope ratio measurements for transient signals. The ability of ICP-MS to perform isotope ratio determinations in volatile organic species separated by GC was first reported in 1987 by Chong and Houk. 50 
ID modes for speciation analysis
Applications of ID for speciation analysis differentiate between the species-specific isotope dilution (SSID) and species-unspecific isotope dilution (SUID). 9 The species-specific isotope dilution modality SSID search for quantification of the species itself and is performed by spiking a sample with the isotopic enriched labeled species. Nevertheless, this case is out of the scope of the present review once the isotopic labeling is performed offline, commonly during sample preparation and derivatization. 51, 52 The unspecific ID approach supports the quantification of an element present in different species by spiking with an enriched isotopic solution with known composition. This is independent of the chemical form of both. The applicability of ID is facilitated by the availability of enriched isotopic elements from different commercial suppliers. The online spike to perform SUID is widely applied even when the isotopic equilibrium among the isotopes in the species and spikes are not attained; though, it is assumed that the ICP converts both forms with equal efficiency into atomic ions. 52 The quantitative elemental speciation by ID was peer reviewed by Rodríguez-González et al. 53 These authors described the principles and the main sources of errors associated with species-specific and species-unspecific ICP-IDMS for a wide range of applications. This tutorial review on isotope dilution analysis for elemental speciation was published in 2005 containing a peer description of fundaments, instrumental procedures, requirements for accurate and precise measurements, and applications of related research. The singular expansion of species quantification by ICP-IDMS in part is due to the availability of isotopic enriched elements, some reference materials for speciation, instrumental analytical improvements and demand for applications in environmental, biochemical and medicinal research areas. One of the initial scopes was to establish protocols for attending many environmental requirements. However, the availability of reference materials for speciation analysis forced research for synthesizing isotopic labeled species.
The determination of an element in separated species by SUID sometimes allows quantification of the species. This occurs when the analyte to compound stoichiometry is known or the molecule was previously identified by other mass spectrometry technique. 54 Following this proposal, the online isotope dilution has been exploited in numerous applications of speciation analysis by coupling HPLC or CE to ICP-MS.
Nowadays, online isotope dilution speciation analysis by ICP-MS also includes quantification in heteroatomcontaining proteins. This is another challenge being increasingly addressed in recent years. [54] [55] [56] [57] In this sequence, two possibilities are described to perform online spike for ID quantification of species by ICP-MS. The basis for quantification of species by ID in flow systems involving different separation techniques coupled to ICP-MS is presented. The instrument improvements and the achievements attained along the main applications are described.
Species Unspecific Quantification with Online Spike to Perform ICP-IDMS
The online spike for applying species unspecific ID in speciation analysis has been performed prior and after the species separation (pre or post-column) by chromatography or capillary electrophoresis.
Post-column ICP-IDMS
Online applications of species-unspecific ICP-IDMS for elemental quantification in different species with postcolumn continuously pumping the spike are presented in Table 2 . Also, the temporal scan of natural Cu isotope ratio and that of Cu in humic acid complexes separated by size exclusion chromatography (SEC) are depicted ( Figure 5 ). 51 The IR of the spike solution remains around 20 until the fall down corresponding to the mixed spike to analyte IR in each of the eluted species delivered from the separation column. The resulting transient IR peaks are dependent on the amounts of Cu in each humic acid complex, the IR and amount of added spike and the dilution factor introduced by the spike confluent stream. Care should be taken to adjust the isotope ratio and concentration of the spike solution considering the expected analyte content in the sample and the flow rate ratio of both, to avoid rising uncertainties owing to poor counting statistics. To prevent this trouble the enrichment of the spike solution is previously calculated based on an estimative of the analyte amount in the sample. 51 The accuracy of the quantification by post-column ID is directly correlated to uncertainties introduced by the spike pumping flow rate stability, isotopic composition and concentration.
Two methods for calibrating the spike mass flow M sp were described, the first one by direct and the other by reverse ID. 51 In method #1 the spike mass flow is calculated by assessing gravimetrically the flow rate f SP of a solution with known concentration C SP and defined isotopic abundance.
(3) In method #2, the spike mass flow is determined by reverse ID of a standard and the procedure is performed in two steps. First a volume of the standard solution V std with natural isotope ratios and known concentration C std is injected into the column and the transient signal is achieved. In sequence the base of the transient peak width (w peak ) is measured to calculate the standard mass flow M std by the equation:
The spike mass flow M sp (t) is calculated by: (5) where: R x = isotope ratio in the sample, R a = average isotopic ratio of the chromatographic peak. The transient signals attained by performing online species-unspecific ID are considered to calculate the analyte mass flow at any point: (6) where M x (t) = analyte mass flow, M sp (t) = spike mass flow and, R b (t) = IR of the blended sample are variable along the transient signals; h ix and h iy = isotopic abundance of the reference isotope in the sample and spike, other terms as in equation 4 .
The analyte mass flow at any point can be calculated if the spike mass flow is known and the corresponding isotope ratio is measured. The spike mass flow calibration, allows converting the temporal isotope ratio measurements graph to mass flow diagram as presented in Figure 5 . Correction factors to improve measurements of IR, such as instrumental mass discrimination affecting differently both isotopes, 52 isobaric overlaps in one of the isotopes and detector dead time should be considered in applying ID. 53 The uncertainties associated to the species unspecific quantification strategies performed by online ID were evaluated for HPLC-ICP-MS. Tests were performed by using a cysplatin standard solution being spiked postcolumn with 196 Pt introduced by a micro syringe pump to perform online measurements by ICP with ICP-SFMS or with ICP-QMS. Authors found lower expanded uncertainties when the spike mass flow was determined gravimetrically than by reverse ID applied to a standard solution of natural IR. 57 However, the spike mass flow determined by reverse ID of a standard has been applied throughout.
Instrumentation and Applications
Instrumental improvements in measuring transient signals for online speciation analysis covers the combination of different separation techniques hyphenated to ICP with quadrupole, sector field or time of flight mass spectrometers to perform the applications presented in Table 2 . The application of online ID to quantify metallothionein (MT) isoforms presented good resolution when separated by HPLC coupled to ICP with time of flight mass spectrometer (ICP-TOFMS) and ICP-QMS. However high resolution can be attained when using separation by CE but, due to the low sample volumes the high sensitivity detection of ICP-SFMS is required.
The post column SUID has been applied for determination of Cd, Cu and Zn in MT isoforms separated by HPLC [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] and CE. 63, 64 The application of online ID to quantify metallothionein (MT) isoforms presented good resolution when separated by HPLC coupled to ICP with ICP-TOFMS and ICP-QMS. The spike mass flow has been calibrated by reverse ID for online quantification of species separated by CE coupled to ICP-SFMS using separations at medium resolution. 63, 64 In both works the determination of Cd, Cu, Zn and S in metallothionein isoforms allowed assessing the stoichiometric composition. The spike mass flow calibration of species separated by CE is laborious once calibration standards with eletrophoretic mobility are required. So, previous complexation of metal ions was performed and for S a thiourea standard was used. Quite the opposite the spike mass flow calibration procedure is easily performed when using HPLC. Although high resolution can be attained when using separation by CE the high sensitivity detection of ICP-SFMS is required due to the low sample volumes separated.
The performance of three equipments of ICP-MS with different spectrometers SFMS, QMS and TOFMS was compared for determining Cd binding in one isoform MT-1 of a rabbit liver MT standard. The MT-1 isoform was separated by reverse phase chromatography (RP-HPLC) and Cd determined by post-column SUID. 65 Peaks from the ICP-SFMS presented signal instabilities due to the methanol used in HPLC separation. The plasma in the ICP-SFMS extinguished with 20% (v/v) methanol using a Scott-type spray chamber refrigerated by cooled water, but supported up to 30% (v/v) with a cyclonic chamber refrigerated in an ice bath. Signals from MT isoforms separated by HPLC with detection by ICP-TOFMS presented the highest chromatographic resolution and stability demonstrating the good tolerance to methanol of this instrumental configuration. Furthermore, the proposal of coupling to ICP-MS efficient nano-HPLC columns and nebulizers for online speciation analysis minimized the effect of the organic phase and extended its applicability to small sample volumes required for accurate analysis of proteins. 66, 67 Applications included the determination of Cd, Cu and Zn in human brain MT isoforms for comparison of samples from normal and Alzheimer patients. 67 The application of online ID using ICP-MS to determine species of Se and Fe was possible by introduction of H 2 into the octopole reaction system (ORS) to minimize interferences. However, correction factors were required when measuring 77 Se post-column spiking was accomplished.
Online SUID was applied for determining Se species bound to proteins in human serum samples. 72 The separation of Se species by anion exchange chromatography with gradient elution presented good Se recovery but not enough resolution to identify the species. However the arrangement of affinity chromatography with two HPLC columns, an heparine-sepharose and a blue-sepharose columns, allowed determining Se bound to proteins, mainly plasma glutathione peroxidase (GSH-Px) and seleno protein (Sel-P) in human serum. 72 Recently, a flow system for simultaneous speciation analysis of GSH-Px, SeI-P and seleno albumin (Se-Alb) in human serum with Se quantification by post column ICP-IDMS was described. 73 The system setup depicted in Figure 6 presents an anion exchange column followed by a set of two affinity columns with one inserted in an Vol. 21, No. 4, 2010 injector, the post-column introduction of 77 Se and a knotted reactor to ensure good mixing previously to the ICP-MS. Interferences on m/z 78 and 82 during determination of GSH-Px were avoided by retention of Cl and Br in the anion exchange column dismissing the requirement for a collision/reaction cell. Thereafter the sequential elution of SeI-P and Se-Alb allowed determining Se in both fractions.
The post-column spike with 76 Se was reported to identify and quantify the bioavailability of Se species in grains. 74 A nano-HPLC (75 µm id) interfaced to ICP-MS with post column spike was proposed for determining seleno peptides in protein triptic digests. 75 Since 2001 the isotopic enriched standard 57 Fetransferrin has been synthesized and used for post-column spiking allowing identification of five Fe-transferrin isoforms. 76 Several applications using 57 Fe as post-column spike have been described to determine the heme-group in glycate hemoglobin and total hemoglobin 77 or to evaluate transferrin saturation. 78, 79 The relevance of HPLC-ICP-IDMS for quantitative analysis of endogenous iron-containing proteins was recently described. 80 The usefulness of this methodology is confirmed by applications described in Table 2 and the increased number of publications; more than 70% of the papers were published in the last 4 years. Applications of the species-unspecific isotope dilution for S containing species performing post-column spike are presented in Table 3 . The occurrence of sulfur in several amino-acids, peptides and metallothioneins makes it a key element for quantitative proteomic analysis by ICP-IDMS. ICP-SFMS at medium resolution or ICP-QMS with the technology of collision cells was employed to measure sulfur isotopes 32 S and 34 S which suffer strong interferences in low resolution mass spectrometers. 88 Sulfur has been the choice in quantitative proteomic analysis because it is present in several proteins and easily label metals and metalloids. 89 The post column spiking with 34 S, 65 Cu and 67 Zn solutions allow quantifying by ICP-IDMS sulfur containing proteins. 90 The online ID quantification of S in proteins separated by SEC coupled to a ICP-QMS with collision cell was applied to bovine serum albumin, superoxide dismutase and metallothioneins-II. The online post-column spiking with 34 S, 65 Cu and + as well as the isotopic ratios of Cu and Zn. The S/Cu and S/Zn ratios were useful to characterize the protein composition by using stoichiometric data. A micro LC column coupled to ICP-SFMS was described for protein separation and quantification with sulfur. 90 The Figure 6 . Scheme of the AE-AF-HPLC setup (up) and the chromatograms obtained monitoring 77 Se, 82 Se and 34 S (down) on the separated GPx, SeP and SeAlb from human serum (peaks from left to right). Instrument parts are HPLC injector, columns (1) (2) and (3) and the commutation device P 1 . The post column entry for 77 Se and a knotted reactor KR before the ICP-MS (Reprinted from reference 74 with permission of Springer). Recently the SUID by GC-ICP-MS was described for determining sulfur species in petroleum sub-products. 92 A special interface was designed to merge the gaseous spike to the species leaving the GC while being transported directly towards the ICP without using nebulizers. Online coupling of GC-ICP-IDMS with post-column spike was proposed for determining sulfur in petroleum subproducts. The post-column sample gaseous components were spiked with gaseous 34 S-dimethyldisulfide mixed with purified argon. In this case, the gaseous sample compounds were efficiently transported towards the plasma and no interferences were found for measuring sulfur isotope ratios in a number of separated compounds. However, the GC separation technique is affected by temperature variations of the transfer line to the plasma, which may influence the mass flow stability. Authors developed an equation for calculating the amount of sulfur in the sample as a function of the timedependent mass flow of the species and measured isotope ratios IR(t). The addition of an internal standard to the sample was useful for calibration of the spike mass flow and for calculating the amount of sulfur in the separated species.
Pre-column ICP-IDMS
The absolute quantification of sulfur-containing peptides mainly methionine and cysteine residues in protein tryptic digests was accurately attained by a nano HPLC column coupled to ICP-IDMS. 93 The original scheme of the instrumental setup (Figure 7 ) presents the pre-column spike in a nano flow system to perform SUID. The reverse phase nano HPLC column was connected to a nano flow nebulizer installed in a small spray chamber (3 cm 3 ) with total sample transportation to the plasma at 300 ± 5 nL min -1 . Sample solutions were online spiked with sulfate enriched in 34 S before separation of species by reverse phase HPLC. No spike to analyte interaction occurred, as expected for application of SUID. This was demonstrated for methionine and cysteine. However, in excess of spike the formation of adducts with arginine, lysine and histidine was observed. This problem was overcome by adjusting the concentration of 34 S in the eluent. Interferences free isotope ratio measurements 34 S/ 32 S were feasible by using Xe gas in the collision cell to eliminate O 2 + . For total sulfur determinations Ti isotopes were used to determine the mass bias correction factor, assuming similarity on mass discrimination. The instrumental setup allowed also the online sample concentration in a C 18 reverse phase cartridge before the chromatographic separation. This facility allowed improving detection limits and the possibility of switching from the ID analysis to the external quantification mode.
The pre-column ID results were more precise when compared to those obtained by post-column due to the compensation for instrumental drift once the isotope acted as internal standard and the absence of post column confluent streams preserved the peak broadening. Calibration of the spike mass flow was performed by reverse ID using taurocholate as standard. This compound is water soluble, stable and inert in relation to 34 S. In this case the standard was concentrated in the column, thus its mass flow was time dependent. Equations 7 and 8 allowed calculating the standard mass flow and the injected mass of sulfur. (7) where the transient mass flow of the standard MF std is related to the spike mass flow MF sp by the ID relation considering the respective masses M std and M sp and transient isotope ratio R(t). Terms h sp and h std are the isotopic abundances of the S isotopes, m/z 32 and 34 in the spike and standard solutions, respectively. The mass of standard m std was calculated by integration of the standard mass flow MF std during the injection time delay: (8) The sample mass flow can be calculated from equation 7 by changing the terms of standard by the sample. The method was validated by injecting 1 µL of a Met-Leu-Phe tri-peptide solution attaining a recovery factor of 103% of the S mass. The procedure was applied to the quantification of sulfur-containing peptides in 1 µL of human serum albumin after tryptic digestion. A chromatogram presenting 24 peaks was obtained where the peak area represented the sulfur contained in each peptide. However for identification of peptides the parallel analysis by HPLC interfaced with electrospray ionization to a TOF-MS is required.
Conclusions
The improvements in the applicability of online isotope dilution analysis by ICP-MS are certainly related to the instrumental developments, to the efficient detection of transient signals and to the availability of high quality enriched isotopic solutions for spiking samples. Automation in analytical chemistry has enhanced the possibilities for replacing step by step independent procedures by a chain of coupling techniques such those for online ICP-IDMS presented in this review. Applications of online ICP-IDMS for speciation purposes present a tendency towards the miniaturization of separation columns, pumps and nebulizers searching for increasing ionization efficiency and matrix compatibility with the plasma source in ICP-MS. The application of online ICP-IDMS has been extended to small volumes of biological samples with consequent decrease of reagents and residues. The increased number of publications concerning online ICP-IDMS for speciation analysis confirms the feasibility of this procedure.
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